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[ iii ] abstract
With the South African craft beer
industry on the rise, the majority
of craft breweries are located
in the Western Cape, although
many are also located in Gauteng
(Craftbru, S.a.). However most
of the breweries in Gauteng are
situated around Johannesburg;
Pretoria has thus had very little
influence on the craft beer
market as a whole.
This dissertation aims to
explore architectural design
and its influence on urban
regeneration through cultural
revitalisation and how it can have
a positive influence on the social,
economic and cultural systems
within Marabastad – a small
traditionally ethnic commercial
area situated on the north-west
periphery of the Pretoria central
business district (CBD).
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Marabastad has been influenced
in many ways by jazz music, late
night dancing and beer brewing,
known as the marabi culture,
the most prominent however
being the tradition of marabi
beer brewing. This dissertation
allows for the opportunity to
design a craft beer brewing
facility in the heart of Pretoria,
which
encapsulates
the
cultural heritage and history of
Marabastad.

Over
the
past
century,
Marabastad’s unique cultural
identity has disintegrated,
resulting in the re-purposing
of historic buildings and social
activities being hidden behind
closed doors.
This dissertation aims to uncover
those erstwhile illegal practices
by making them transparent to
the community and the public,
so as to engage them in the
process of beer brewing and
empower the people to earn an
income with their newly acquired
skills. The proposed scheme
consolidates the culture by
way of architectural expression
and affords an opportunity for
young people to understand
and participate in their cultural
heritage.
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[ 1.1 ] outline brief
The aim of this dissertation is to
explore a new building typology
for craft beer breweries in South
Africa, as well as expose the
once illegal and hidden tradition
of backyard brewing, whilst
exploring new methodologies for
interactive brewery design and
visitor experiences.

Located on the corner of 10th
and Grand Street, the proposed
site is flanked by the Steenoven
Spruit to the east, the Jazz
Square to the south and a vacant
taxi rank to the west. The site is
also in close proximity to existing
shebeens and theatres, which
embrace the marabi culture.

The craft beer industry is on
the rise, and the majority of
craft breweries are located in
the Western Cape and Gauteng
(Craftbru, S.a.). However most
of the breweries in Gauteng are
situated around Johannesburg,
so Pretoria has thus had very
little influence on the market.

The site has been chosen because
it is attached to the Marabastad
heritage preservation area, and is
centrally located amongst places
that at some point had an impact
on the marabi culture. The site is
also located next to the symbolic
water body of the Steenoven
Spruit, which is one of the main
ingredients in beer and will
contribute to the brewing and
teaching process.

Marabastad has been influenced
by the marabi culture in many
ways; the most prominent is the
tradition of illegal marabi beer
brewing. This brings about the
opportunity to design a craft
beer brewing facility in the heart
of Pretoria, which encapsulates
the cultural heritage and history
of Marabastad.

Right - Diagram by author (2016)
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[ 1.2 ] Marabastad’s story
Marabastad is an area of Tshwane, located to the
north west of the city centre; and is rich in history,
culture and heritage. It is situated on land grants
made available by President Paul Kruger (president
of the South African Republic from 1883-1990),
and comprises retail facilities and residential
accommodation (Crafford, 2016).
Urban decay gradually progressed in the area and
the slum yards of the 1920’s gave rise to the Marabi
culture, which centres on jazz music, dancing and
illegal beer brewing (Friedman, 1994: 152). The
marabi culture eventually spread to Johannesburg,
and is still well known today amongst the black
community as the vibrant, energetic culture which
hosted late-night shebeen parties.
Wilson “King Force” Silgee, a famous jazz
saxophonist, describes the marabi culture as “the
environment. It was either organ but mostly piano.
You get there, you pay your 10 cents. You get
your share of whatever concoction there is - and
you dance. It used to start from Friday night right
through to Sunday evening” (South African History
Online, 2016a).
The marabi culture was renowned for its parties,
known as Timiti, which would last all weekend.
Locals would dance, drink illegally brewed beer and
take time out from the harsh realities of apartheid
(Grobbelaar, 2011:39). These aspects of the marabi
culture were amalgamated in the creation of a
strong community and cultural identity, grounded
in the non-violent resistance to oppression
(Grobbelaar, 2011:40).
Right - : Illustration of a typical night in Marabastad and the illegal
backyard brewing that attracted police raids. Mokaba (2014:40).
Edited by author.
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During the 1920’s, the private business sector
refused to pay for housing for their workers, this
resulted in the municipalities having to find ways
to raise money to pay for cheap housing schemes.
The Native (black) Urban Areas Act, Act 21 of 1923,
encouraged municipalities to give themselves the
monopoly of selling traditionally brewed beer in
the locations, and was put in place to finance these
housing schemes (South African History Online,
2016b).
According to Friedman (1994:151), the illegal beer
brewing, as well as its consumption, was not only
the social lubricant that fuelled the Timiti but also
created a strong sense of struggle and rebellion
against the state in the people of Marabastad.
Women were traditionally the majority of illegal
beer brewers. This was a way of supplementing
their family’s income and obtaining independence.
Due to its illegality, they would submerge the beer
vats below ground in case of frequent police raids.
Friedman (1994:158) suggests the repeated police
raids indicate that the state had been aware of
the fact that beer brewing had a strong economic
capacity and empowerment of the communities
involved.
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[ 1.3 ] beer brewing in south africa
According to Van Zyl (2014:5), people in South
Africa have been brewing beer long before Jan Van
Riebeeck started brewing ‘refreshment’ for sailors
vin order reduce scurvy. A variety of local meads,
dating back as many as 15000 years competed with
rather solid beers (beers you can almost eat) such
as sorghum and millet, and later cassava and maize.
These solid type beers are still brewed in some
traditional African communities.
The first known brewery in South Africa called De
Indische Zeeherberg (Tavern of the Indian Ocean)
was established in 1659 by Pieter Visage – a sailor
from Antwerp with extensive brewing knowledge
(Van Zyl, 2014:6). The famous water of the
Newlands Spring attracted its first brewer, Rutgart
Mensing in 1696. He took three years to start
brewing. Unfortunately, his brewery, Papenboom
was doomed to fail and after 77 years of attempts
by multiple brewers, it burnt down in 1773 (Van Zyl,
2014:6).

Right - Image by author (2016)
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The first significant turn in the mottled history of
South African brewing took place with the arrival
of a Swedish grain merchant, Jacob Letterstedt.
Letterstedt started Mariendahl Breweries at the
Newlands Spring as a tribute to his wife. The
brewery is still known to this day as the Newlands
Brewery. In 1864, Anders Ohlsson of Norway arrived
in the Cape. The lucrative beer market convinced
him to change occupations, from selling goods
and lumber, to opening his own brewery named
Annenburg, also in Newlands. In 1888 Charles and
Lisa Glass start Castle Breweries in Johannesburg,
and Frederick Mead started The Natal Brewing
Syndicate. In the same year Ohlsson rounded up all

the breweries in Newlands, including the Forester
Arms Inn, where he sold sugar beer (a mix of sour
beer and sugar) to the non-white working class
(Van Zyl, 2014:6).
According to Van Zyl (2014:7), Frederick Mead saw
potential in Castle Breweries, and in 1892 bought
out Charles and Lisa Glass. He assumed the Glass
name and logo, and created South African United
Breweries. The ambitious Mead then approached
Sammy Marks and Barney Bernato for financial
support, and in 1895 they established the behemoth
of the brewing world: South African Breweries. In
1902, Ohlsson eventually bought out Lion Brewery
of Pretoria, established in 1891, thus dividing South
African beer drinkers – Lion in the south and Castle
in the north (Van Zyl, 2014:7).
In 1928, the breweries suffered a major setback
when legislation forced black South Africans to
drink only Sorghum, beer supplied by government
monopolised outlets (Van Zyl, 2014:7). This gave
rise to the shebeen phenomenon, along with
ensuing police raids, innovative brewing tactics, and
rather frightening beers of all concoctions being
sold to the mine workers – some even contained
methylated spirits for an extra-high kick.
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[ 1.4 ] primary and secondary objectives
The primary objectives of the proposed design of a craft beer brewery in Marabastad include:
•
		

Teaching the public about the current and past brewing techniques, and history of the
marabi culture through a didactic building interface.

•
		
		

Providing a space where social activity in Marabastad can be rejuvenated through
music, dance, and beer drinking, with the brewery acting as catalyst for further social
expansion.

•
		

Rejuvenating the Steenoven Spruit and managing a constant water level, in order to
incorporate it into the scheme and allow the community to safely interact with it.

•
		

Providing a building that houses a large micro-brewery (maximum of approximately 4,5
million litres/annum maximum).

•
		

Permitting the proposed facility to allow local people to be taught how to brew their
own beer and run a business, in order to generate a steady income.

The secondary objectives include:
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•
		
		

Linking the scheme to the currently derelict Jazz Square, in order to connect a 		
recreational park to the social aspect of the scheme, in the form of the large open
public square.

•
		
		

Facilitating the public square to allow for dynamic activity. The grassed amphitheatre
would link to Jazz Square to create an informal seating for live performances on the
jazz stage.

•
		

Providing a framework for urban regeneration through cultural revitalisation in the
immediate context.

[ 1.5 ] opportunities
It is this history and culture
that makes Marabastad the
ideal location for a craft beer
brewery. The brewery would
ideally teach visitors about the
history of the marabi culture and
their methods of beer brewing,
as well as provide a new facility
that can give tangible identity to
the Marabastad beer brewing
heritage. The facility would thus
be able to contribute to the
South African craft beer industry,
as well as the economy as a
whole.
The purpose of the scheme is
to design a craft brewing facility
in Marabastad, which allows
the public to visit and interact
with the brewing process, from
fermentation to bottling, thus
exposing and standardising the
previously secretive and illegal
tradition of backyard brewing.

Right top & bottom- [Online]. http://www.sahistory.org.za/beer-monopoly [Accessed: 01-11-2016]

The scheme incorporates a
brewing facility capable of
producing an initial 25000l of
beer per week, placing it in the
middle to upper bracket of South
African craft beer production.
The facility also comprises a
restaurant/brewpub and visitors’
centre, which would elaborate
on the rich historic significance of
the marabi culture and its longstanding brewing methods.
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[ 1.6 ] limitations and delimitations
1.6.1 _ Limitations

1.6.2 _ Delimitations

South African craft beer brewing started on a
generally small scale. Typically, a person who had a
passion for brewing craft beer would start brewing
at home or in a backyard shed, growing the brew
house over time. This approach, albeit marginally
profitable, has never resulted in significant
architecture. This dissertation explores how a craft
beer brewery can break away from the typical
shed architecture, and instead become a bespoke
interactive platform for users to engage with and
experience architecture, as well as a state of the art
brewing facility.

The project explores the design of a craft beer
brewery in Marabastad, which aims to be a catalyst
for urban regeneration and cultural revitalisation.
The Jazz Square and Steenoven Spruit need to be
rejuvenated and the Empire Theatre city block
restored to its former glory – the scheme will aim
to revive these aspects of the site by connecting to
them. Additionally, the design includes a pedestrian
bridge, linking the proposed Steenoven Spruit
walkway and Bloed Street bus rapid transit (BRT)
station to the site. It also provides for a residential
component on the adjacent vacant land.

One of the major limitations is the very limited scope
of typological precedents for designing a brewery
that not only allows the public to interact with the
process, but also provides a platform to teach local
people how to brew their own beer. South African
craft breweries could also consider growing a
portion of the required brewing ingredients (barley
and hops) on site.

This dissertation only investigates the design of
the brewery and cultural centre with its shared
public square and connection to the immediate
section of the Steenoven Spruit. The pedestrian
bridge and Empire Theatre are explored in terms
of their connection to the site and the consequent
pedestrian flow they would create, moving through
or past the site.

Due to the fact that the chosen site has a temporary
structure, currently used for community activities,
a cultural centre is incorporated into the scheme.
Only the culture associated with the brewing of
beer, jazz ,and some social interaction is explored.
The project provides limited exposure to church
activities and other social and ethnic elements that
could pose other issues.

Right - [Online[. http://www.brewtrail.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/brewing.jpg [Accessed: 30-10-2016]
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[ 2.1 ] Rejuvenation of the Steenoven Spruit
The Steenoven Spruit runs form the south of
the CBD, along the western edge, to the north
in Marabastad. According to Anton Jansen
(2016) of the Tshwane Building Heritage
Association, the Steenoven Spruit acquired its
name from the first brick factory in Pretoria,
where the current South African National
Defence Force (SANDF) Headquarters in Kgosi
Mampuru Street are located today. Steenoven
is derived from the Dutch word baksteenoven,
which means brick kiln (Jansen, 2016).
It is unclear where exactly the spruit (Afrikaans
for spring) originates, however in a discussion
with Mr Jansen (2016), he mentions that some
of his research indicates that an impression
of the source can be found near Skietpoort
Avenue on the north-west side of Salvokop.
Ambiguity surrounding the spruit’s origin is
largely due to the fact that it was canalised in
1920 (Grobbelaar, 2011:37–38). Additionally
the Spruit is only visible above ground from
Francis Baard Street in the south, to the power
station at Boom Street in the north.

Diagrams by author (2016)
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In order to determine whether or not the
Steenoven Spruit makes for a good quality
sustainable water source, this dissertation
researches had the greater Pretoria area and
its other water sources. According to Adams
(2012a), the City of Pretoria was established
close to a natural water source, still known as
the Fountains, it is regarded as a strong and
reliable source of extremely good quality water.
It delivers approximately 40 Ml per day, and
from 1855 to 1935, the Fountains was Pretoria’s
only water source (Adams, 2012a).

Nowadays, the Fountains is not Pretoria’s
only groundwater source. Another main
groundwater source is Grootfontein, which
has its water pumped to Rietvlei Water
Treatment Works, where it is combined with
treated municipal water. Groundwater makes
up approximately 8% of Pretoria’s total water
supply. Notwithstanding the surrounding urban
infrastructure growth, the water does not
need to be treated (apart from a small amount
of chlorine added before supply), due to its
exceptional quality (Adams, 2012b).
Despite its canalised condition, the Steenoven
Spruit, is still a natural body of water and
according to Cronje (2011:190) has a base flow
of 0,264m3/s. The Steenoven Spruit flows yearround, as does the Walker Spruit and Moreleta
Spruit, which originate from ground-water
fountains. Based on the fact that the latter two
spruits originate from groundwater fountains,
it is assumed that the Steenoven Spruit also
originates from a high-quality groundwater
fountain.
One of the main problems of the Steenoven
Spruit is that the clean groundwater is not
protected from the elements once it starts
to flow above ground in the open air canal
at Francis Baard Street. Therefore the water
becomes contaminated with waste, human
excrement, and litter. In addition to the
pollutants that accumulate in the water,
the local impoverished people also use the
Steenoven Spruit to bathe in as it runs at a
lower level than the surrounding pedestrian
activity – putting it out of sight.

An intervention along the entire length of the
Steenoven Spruit would help keep the water
clean, as well as maintain a constant water level
at the site. Such an intervention would also
induce better public interaction with the Spruit.
The Integrated Urban Design Framework for
Marabastad (Aziz Tayob Architects, 2002:231),
suggests that despite the Steenoven Spruit’s
canalised condition, it remains the predominant
natural asset of the area. The development
plan outlines the entire length of the spruit,
from Princes Park in the south to Boom Street
in the north – and possibly further to the Apies
River – for redevelopment. This development
would see a pedestrianised green corridor to
contribute to the city-wide green and open
space system.
A recreational park along with sports fields,
a duck pond, public ablutions and a public
square at Boom Street, would supplement the
proposed upgrade aimed at rejuvenating the
spruit. This will form part of the pedestrian
walkways connecting Marabastad and the CBD
(Aziz Tayob Architects, 2002:24).
The proposed scheme includes the pedestrian
movement corridor, as well as installing a series
of weirs that would help maintain a constant
water level in order to manage the water level
downstream at the brewery, and bring the public
closer to the spruit. Boom Street is currently the
point of termination for the Steenoven Spruit.
From here it is piped under the power station,
to the Apies River. The proposed scheme aims
to celebrate the termination of the spruit with
the playful interaction between architecture
and nature.
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2.1.1. Water and architecture
The aim of this topic is to try and understand the
relationship between water and architecture and
how it allows each user to experience it in a different
way. Water is considered a fluid and energetic
component, as opposed to the static and stable part
that architecture plays in the surrounding context.
This contrast creates tension that allows designers
to explore a multitude of creative outcomes. The
tension between water and architecture allows for
endless possibilities with regard to sense of place,
experience, light, reflection, sound, and cooling.
According to Kuhn (2007:05), architects and
designers need to be innovative in their use of
water. They must think beyond the traditional
sense, and focus on how water can accommodate
buildings and enhance the user’s experience.
Therefore, the proposed design delves deeper
into the various forms of water – solid, liquid, gas
– to explore the various characteristics of water,
including recreation, interaction, culture and even
spirituality.

The craft beer brewery design allows allow for
water to be integrated into the scheme as a design,
sensory and climatic element, by incorporating
the Steenoven Spruit. By maintaining the spruit
at a constant level, the users’ experience will be
different as they interact with various parts of
the building and landscape. The development as
a whole would hopefully act as a catalyst for the
transition between people, land, and water, and
connect the fragmented urban space.
Whether it is a flowing river, the gargling of a
stream, the waves of the ocean or the water
flowing over the rim of a fountain, mankind has
always been attracted to water. People are enticed
to interact with water, stare at it, and touch it. If
we are to understand water in architecture, we
ultimately need to understand the architecture of
water (Whelchel & Donovan, 1994:15).

Water is one of the most valuable natural resources
in the world and like most other countries, South
Africa realises how essential it is. Water is essential
for life, the environment, food, hygiene, industry,
and electricity (Ilemobade et al., 2009:05).
Rainwater currently runs underground in sewers,
reservoirs are covered and ponds and natural
streams are so polluted that nobody wants to use
them.
Right - [Online]. http://img.wallpaperfolder.com/f/5D8CBFE54A49/
falling-water-house-pictures-g90.jpg [Accessed: 01-11-2016]
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2.1.2. Appropriate principles to apply

Diagrams by author (2016)
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Climate control

Reflectivity

Large bodies of water have the capability to
modify air temperatures in the surrounding land
area, on a regional scale. Water has often been
used for climate control in indoor and outdoor
environments, by modifying air and ground
surface temperatures. The use of water is based
on the principal that water cools off and warms
up slowly, and therefore it is cooler in summer
and warmer in winter than the adjacent areas of
land. When air moves over a body of water into a
public space, the cooling effect can be enhanced
(Booth, 1990: 259)

In an undisturbed or passive state, water is
able to act like a mirror, reflecting the image of
its surroundings. The reflection of prominent
features of a building, or the surrounding context
can enhance a point of reference or orientation
by giving order to a space. Water can act as a
medium to reflect light and sound, provid¬ing
alternative applications in the design of indoor
and outdoor environments and the perception
of space (Booth, 1990:257).

Interaction

Water’s edge

Connecting urban spaces

In order to invite contact, water must seem
fresh, clear, sparkling and clean, evoking a
sense of beauty and health. It is also possible
for the interaction of water to take place on
an emotional level, triggering memories or
allowing the user to associate it with a specific
experience (Whelchel & Donovan, 1994:203).

Natural edges between the water and the shore
are marked by a slow, rough transition. This
is marked by a series of changes in material,
texture and ecology as one passes from land to
water. It means that people can stroll along the
water’s edge without concern for their safety
(Alexander et al., 1977:360). This principle is
explored in the proposed design by terracing
the square down to the spruit in some places,
so that people can sit at the edge, dangling
their feet in the water; having walkways which
meander along the spruit at the same level in
some places and are elevated in others; and
incorporating a gradual edge to the spruit in
order for people to walk with the water at ankle
height.

Water bodies have the ability to connect
urban spaces into a network of green spaces.
It can be used to rejuvenate urban areas and
bring communities together. Therefore, it is
important to celebrate these bodies of water,
and interact with them, rather than neglect
them. Celebrating the bodies of water could
contribute to the regeneration of the city as a
whole.
“Preserve natural pools and streams and let
them run through the city: make paths for
people to walk along them and foot¬bridges
to cross them. Let the streams form natural
barriers in the city, with traffic only crossing
them infrequently on bridges”
(Alexander et al., 1977:326).
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[ 2.2 ] Social regeneration through cultural revitalisation
Recreational and social interaction are very
scarce in the city centre as cinemas, clubs and
sporting centres have dissipated in recent years,
due to the city’s changing needs (Crafford, 2016).
Resultantly, such recreational sites have been
repurposed to meet the city’s current needs.
Marabastad has suffered tremendously in this
regard, with the majority of buildings now used
for commercial purposes, and very few residents
living in the area. Providing an architectural
intervention in the urban landscape should go a
long way towards solving the lack of recreational
facilities.
Marabastad used to host vibrant late-night jazz
parties (Timiti), lubricated with backyard-brewed
beers of all concoctions. During apartheid,
Marabastad had a few venues that hosted such
social activities. Unfortunately these venues
have since been lost in the urban landscape.
Two of the main theatres – the Empire Theatre
and Orient Theatre – have been repurposed into
informal trade stores and suparettes whilst the
Royal Theatre burnt down and was never rebuilt.
Similar remnants of the marabi culture can been
seen scattered throughout Marabastad.
Places like the cinemas, theatres, jazz and
dancing halls should be places of entertainment,
offering relief from the busy city life. They should
provide enjoyment to the public and contribute
to the regeneration of the marabi culture, thus
helping to build a community.

Image by author (2016)
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2.2.1 Triple bottom line
The triple bottom line (TBL) refers to the symbiotic
relationship between three core elements –
people, planet, profit. According to Takemoto
(2011), this means that a project or development
must be economically sound, socially equitable and
environmentally feasible in order to be sustainable.
Without these principles no building project should
be undertaken. The social component is by far the
most important because, no matter how strong the
financial and environmental aspects may be, the
project should be socially acceptable in order to
succeed (Takemoto, 2011).
Socially sustainable cities would be much easier
to attain if the TBL principles were adhered to.
Social sustainability also refers to equality, diversity,
social acceptance, democracy, maturity, and an
acceptable quality of life for the inhabitants (Anand
& Sen, 1996).
The proposed scheme attempts to address these
issues in order to contribute to the community of
Marabastad, and Pretoria as a whole. One of the
current major social issues in Marabastad is the
lack of permanent residents, and the consequent
lack of a sense of ownership. A residential and
cultural component is necessary to have a balanced
community.

Image by author (2016)
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The possible opportunities established by the
introduction of the craft beer brewery, cultural
centre, and public square would contribute to
the overall social well-being of the community,
the city, its visitors and its occupants. On a social
level, the scheme would create job opportunities,
skills development and training, as well as new
clientele to support the existing infrastructure and
security. Furthermore, the brewery would provide a
platform for future development and regeneration
of the context. Therefore, the scheme would not
only provide all the support and resources to brew
beer and teach people how to brew beer, but also
aims to foster a socially sustainable community.
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2.2.2 Cultural centre
There is currently is a temporary steel structure on
the site, which is used by the local community for
informal church gatherings. According to Mthembu
& Ngodwana (2016), there is speculation that this
structure was erected illegally and it has received
some negative attention from the media in the
past. Based on the existing urban zones, the City
of Tshwane Municipality owns the land which is
currently zoned as recreational green space (Aziz
Tayob Architects, 2002:13).
The removal of this function would most likely upset
the community and create a negative view towards
the scheme as they would not approve of removing
the current function, which means that they
would not socially accept the proposed brewery.
Therefore, the proposed scheme provides for the
addition of a permanent, non-denominational
cultural centre. The centre’s aim is to bring balance
to the community and adhere to the TBL.
The cultural centre gives the community a formal
gathering place, and would house various other
functions such as a small clinic, soup kitchen,
library, computer literacy centre, class rooms, and
a multi-purpose hall, in order to give back to the
community and create a sense of ownership. The
cultural centre could also be used for workshops,
to teach local people the theoretical aspects of
beer brewing, and how to start their own small
businesses.

Image by author (2016)
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2.2.3 Jazz Square
The Jazz Square is a project undertaken by the
Tshwane Metropolitan Council in 2005 as a
regeneration scheme to try and “jazz up life in
Marabastad” (iolproperty, 2010). The name has
been chosen to celebrate the vibrant and unique
history of Marabastad as the historical centre of
jazz music in Pretoria.
Unfortunately, the community has not embraced
the park and most aspects of its design are not
used as they were intended. According to Loock
(2012), even though the initial intent was to create
a place of gathering and performance, the park is
not capable of achieving the goal on its own and
support strategies must be considered. This could
be due to lack of security in the and around the park,
as well as a lack of any architectural intervention (a
building) for the public to be drawn to.
The proposed scheme is connected to the Jazz
Square in the hopes that the affiliation with the
brewery would help the park function as it was
intended to. The park’s public interface will have
to be improved, and it will have to be integrated
with the proposed public square, allowing the
community to have festivals and social events, as
well as providing space for informal trade.

Image by author (2016)

By integrating the craft beer brewery and cultural
centre into the Jazz Square and Steenoven Spruit,
the community will have the opportunity to gather,
socialise and enjoy what Marabastad has to offer.
The proposed scheme would provide a place for
entrepreneurs to earn a living, locals to relax, and
commuters to meander through. This would render
the scheme socially sustainable
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[ 2.3 ] Education through didactic building design
Didactic buildings overtly teach their occupants
– the Holocaust Museum, the Arc de Triomphe,
the gothic cathedral, as well as the Parthenon,
are all clear examples of architectural didacticism
(Porter, 2004:48). According to Childs (1983),
the term didactic has its origin in the ancient
Greek word didaktikos, which is related to
education and teaching, and signifies learning
in a fascinating and intriguing manner. Didactic
architecture is not always overtly educational,
but can be subtle in its education, often seen as a
narrative for the person who sees or experiences
the building.
“Narrative is a spoken or visual commentary,
account or story of unfolding, connected
events or experiences. Narrative is a form of
communication. It is also a transaction in that
its exchange relies upon an initial ‘contract’
formed between the narrator and the recipient.
Narrative also concerns transformation—a story
unfolding until its meaning brings revelation”
(Porter, 2004:48).

Opposite - [Online]. http://16tun.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/slider_hd_brewery.jpg [Accessed: 30-10-2016]
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Therefore, didacticism is considered as an
expressive form of architectural design, allowing
the designer to use their flare to convey the
function of the building. This expression can be
achieved by manipulating light, allowing framed
views into the building, and creating transparent
edges to expose its internal activities. The
narrative also plays a role in teaching the user by
allowing them to move through the building in a
specific sequence, thereby telling the building’s
story.

The scheme aims to incorporate these principles,
allowing the users, as well as passers-by to
interact with building and learn more about the
brewing of craft beer. This would not only teach
people about the modern methods of beer
brewing, but also to expand the rich history of
brewing in Marabastad. The scheme proposes to
consolidate the culture by way of architectural
expression, and affords young people the
opportunity to understand and participate in
their cultural heritage.
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2.3.1 Transparency
According to Porter (2004:199), transparency refers
to the transmission of light so that an image may be
perceived as if there were no solid barrier/material.
Rowe and Slutzky (1964:46) identify two main types
of transparency: literal transparency, whereby the
intrinsic property of a material or substance is
transparent – a glass curtain wall; and phenomenal
transparency, pertaining to the intrinsic property of
organisation – the frontal perception of overlapping
spatial grids in close proximity to one another.
“Exactly defined, this twin concept of actual and
apparent transparency appears above all to be
a precise tool for the study of architecture. It
distinguishes between Essence and Appearance
in the concept of transparency, and refers to
the relationship between Content and Form in
architecture – and to the still enormous question of
whether a building is, or whether it means” (Hoesli,
1997:59).
Traditional beer became the social lubricant of
the Timiti because rich culture and history of the
marabi culture is centred on music, dance and
illegal brewing. Under imminent threat of police of
raids, locals were forced to brew beer in secret.

Diagrams by author (2016)
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Beer still plays a role in the contemporary Marabstad
culture, in the shebeens and dance halls, and whilst
the marabi culture may have diminished somewhat,
there are still remnants of it scattered throughout
Marabastad.

The project aims to uncover the once illegal and
secretive tradition of backyard beer brewing,
by way of combining literal and phenomenal
transparency. This is achieved by designing portions
of the building with glazed edges to allow the public
to view the inside (literal transparency, as seen in
figure XX), and also by layering the facades so that
the perception of the façade changes as passersby move past or through the building (phenomenal
transparency, as seen in figure 8).
To uncover something, is an idea that works
alongside transparency. According to the Oxford
Dictionary (2016), uncover is to “discover
(something previously secret or unknown)”. By this
definition, the concept of uncovering can be used in
architecture, as a way in which a certain element is
made visible to the public; in order for them to have
a greater understanding thereof.
By designing the building to adhere to the
principles of transparency, the brewing process
will ultimately be uncovered. There will however
need to be a subtle cohesion of these two ideas in
the visitors centre. Certain elements such as the
traditional brewing barrels will need to be exposed
via transparent (glazed) screens from below/side
and openings in the floor slab from above as seen
in (insert figure XX).
The exploration of past methods versus the
envisaged concept is shown in the form of parti
diagrams as seen in figure 10. The diagrams indicate
the transformation of beer brewing, from outdoor
buried brewing transitioning to indoor hidden
brewing and finally a transparent outcome which
exposes the process for everyone to celebrate.
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2.3.2 Interactive design
As part the of the concept of exposing the brewing
process, in order to engage the community and
further educate people on the process of brewing
beer, the scheme will incorporate ‘brewing pods’
in the experimental brewhouse. These pods, as
opposed to the more systematic approach of
modern breweries, will incorporate a scaled down
version of all the equipment required to brew a
beer from start to finish, as seen in (insert figure
XX).
For the brewing pods to be successful at exposing
the brewing process, they will have to be transparent
in a sense. This will be achieved by incorporating a
bar that wraps around the brewing paraphernalia.
This will ensure that the user can interact with the
process as well as taste the final product, in essence
fully exposing the whole process.
By designing the building to be transparent,
whether it is in the form of literal or phenomenal
transparency, the user will ultimately have a greater
understanding of the spaces and processes within.
The diagram below (insert figure XX) illustrates
the concept of a transparent building that aims to
expose the beer brewing process. The boundary of
inside and outside is blurred by allowing the user to
experience the process from all angles, as well as
form their own image of spaces whilst moving past
or through the building.

Right - [Online]. http://rule13.com/beerrun/hophead/wp-content/
uploads/2014/01/taps.jpg [Accessed: 01-11-2016]
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Through transparency, the brewery can engage
the community and involve them in the brewing
process, as well as teach them how to brew modern
craft beer. This concept will therefore act as catalyst
for the cultural revitalisation of the marabi culture
and the regeneration of the surrounding context of
Marabastad.

2.3.3 Tour process
The scheme would allow the public to go on tours
of the brewery. In this way, the tour becomes the
narrative for the beer brewing process, as well
as the heritage of the marabi culture. This would
grant the public the opportunity to engage with
the brewery, its processes, and its cultural value.
The tour will have various stop-off areas, to view
certain aspects in the process of brewing and can
be undertaken with or without a tour guide.
An information centre containing artefacts from
the traditional methods of brewing beer during
prohibition, as well as interactive displays forms
part of the proposed development. The interactive
displays aim to connect traditional and modern
brewing methods, and also In addition to this they
will allow the users to better understand the marabi
culture and the significant role it played on the
people of Marabastad during apartheid.

Right - [Online]. http://media2.s-nbcnews.com/i/MSNBC/Components/Video/160219/a_ov_monks_160219.jpg [Accessed: 01-112016]
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[ 3.1 ] san antonio river rejuvenation project
Architect: SWA Group.
Location: San Antonio, Texas, USA.
Completed in 2013.
Description:
The San Antonio River Improvement project (SARIP) is a 13 mile landscape intervention on
the San Antonio River. The project was undertaken by the City of San Antonio, in an effort to
rejuvenate the neglected river.

Principles incorporated:
The precedent was chosen for its appropriate use of neglected waterways in a neglected part of
an urban inner city, as well as being an urban intervention that allowed for the social upliftment
of the local community.
Various aspects were looked at in order to understand how to allow people to interact with the
Steenoven Spruit. These elements include bringing the walkway closer to the water, pulling the
walkway back from the water in places, changing the height of the walkway as you move along
the water’s edge and incorporating planter boxes and seating in slower moving zones.

Left - [Online]. http://www.swagroup.com/projects/san-antonio-river-improvement-project/ [Accessed: 23-04-2016]
Right top - [Online]. http://alexcoaster.blogspot.co.za/2014_08_01_archive.html
[Accessed: 23-04-2016]
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Right bottom - [Online]. http://www.edwardsaquifer.net/sariver.html [Accessed:
23-04-2016]

Components of an instream flow regime
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[ 3.2 ] acropolis Museum
Architect: Bernard Tschumi.
Location: Athens, Greece.
Completed in 2009.
Description:
The Acropolis Museum is a public building that
house exquisite sculptures of Greek antiquity. It
is situated at the foot of the Acropolis, on a very
sensitive site, resulting from its proximity to the
Parthenon and the historic street grid. During
site excavations, archaeological artefacts were
uncovered, complicating the construction. This
discovery resulted in the building and viewing
platform being lifted off the ground on columns.

Principles incorporated:

Right top 1 - [Online]. http://farm3.static.flickr.
com21022096584158_945869e1d3_o [Accessed: 21-10-2016]
Right top 2 - [Online]. http://alexcoaster.blogspot.co.za/2014_08_01_archive.
html [Accessed: 21-10-2016]
Right bottom - [Online]. http://www.uncubemagazine.comsixcmsmedia.
php132319_New%20Acropolis%20Museum%20copy [Accessed: 21-10-2016]
Opposite - [Online]. http://www.greece-is.comwp-contentuploads201509NEW_
ATH_ACROPOLIS_MUSEUM_01 [Accessed: 23-10-2016]
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The precedent was chosen for the way in which the
building becomes a viewing platform. The public
circulation is lifted above the artefacts, allowing
them to be left undisturbed whilst still providing
pleasing views of them. This principle can be
incorporated into the brewery as it is important
that the daily tours do not disrupt the day-today running of the brewery. It is also important
however to allow the public to view every process
of the brewery, in order to learn more about it.
Other elements that were investigated include, the
way in which artefacts and sculptures are displayed
and how the building is seemingly transparent
in the hot Greek climate, without affecting the
sensitive contents of the museum.
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[ 3.3 ] boulevard brewing company
Architect: El Dorado Inc.
Location: Kansas City, Missouri, USA.
Completed in 2012.
Description:
The Boulevard Brewing Company was founded
in 1988, resulting in the construction of a
brick building, to house the brewery. In 2006
the brewery underwent a major expansion in
order to increase the brewing capacity from
approximately 700,000 litres per annum to
70,000,000 litres per annum. A new brewery
and packaging plant was designed on the original
site, whilst still keeping the existing buildings.

Principles incorporated:
The precedent was chosen for its program and
excellent embodiment of the typology. The
building show-cases a state of the art brewhouse and packaging plant, and incorporates the
very latest brewing technology. These elements
were also explored for their contribution to a
didactic building design.
Right - [Online]. http://www.archdaily.com/281598/boulevard-brewing-company-cellar-1-expansion-el-dorado [Accessed: 29-10-2016]
Opposite top 1 - [Online]. http://www.archdaily.com/281598/boulevard-brewing-company-cellar-1-expansion-el-dorado [Accessed: 29-10-2016]
Oppoosite top 2 - [Online]. http://www.archdaily.com/281598/boulevard-brewing-company-cellar-1-expansion-el-dorado [Accessed: 29-10-2016]
Opposite bottom 1 - [Online]. http://www.archdaily.com/281598/boulevard-brewing-company-cellar-1-expansion-el-dorado [Accessed: 29-10-2016]
Opposite bottom 2 - [Online]. http://www.archdaily.com/281598/boulevard-brewing-company-cellar-1-expansion-el-dorado [Accessed: 29-10-2016]
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Other elements that were explored include the
materiality and how these materials (robust)
were used to contrast the high-tech brewing
equipment, as well as how the fermentation
tanks are surrounded by a semi-transparent
facade that allows views of the inside.
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[ 4.1 ] ubuntu kraal breweries
Location: SOWETO, gauteng.
Description:
Ubuntu Kraal Breweries was visited as it is a
contextually appropriate case study - it is the
only successful craft brewery in South Africa
located in a rural area. They employ local
women and train them to brew beer, as was the
tradition of the past.

Images by author (2016)
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[ 4.2 ] darling breweries
Location: darling, western cape.
Description:
Darling Breweries was chosen as it is one of the
biggest craft breweries in South Africa - brewing
approximately 3 million litres of beer per annum.
The brewery is one of two in the country to have a
fully imported, state-of-the-art brew-house from
Germany. In addition to its size, a new facility was
recently built for the brewery, although it is still very
much a warehouse typology.

Images by author (2016)
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[ 4.3 ] woodstock breweries`
Location: woodstock, western cape.
Description:
Woodstock Breweries was analysed as it is in an
urban context and was designed into an old factory
building – becoming an urban regeneration project.
The brew-house was also considered as it is the polar
opposite of Darling Breweries – it is fully imported
from China – as it was a major struggle to get
everything running and there is no after sale support
for the products and systems.

Images by author (2016)
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[ 4.4 ] sab newlands brewery
Location: newlands, western cape
Description:
SAB Newlands Brewery (also known as Ohlsson’s
brewery) was analysed for the way in which the
tour process works. The tour goes through the
large SAB brewery as well as the smaller craft
beer subsidiary on the same site, ending at the
tap room. In addition to the tour process, the
brewery also has a museum component for
visitors and aims to teach about the history of
beer.

Images by author (2016)
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A thorough context analysis is very important when approaching the design of a new building or facility.
It gives the designer a better understanding of the surrounding area and might allow for the discovery of
important aspects, which are worth keeping or enhancing on the site. A contextual analysis helps produce
information that is pertinent to the motivation of architectural form, as well as aids in anchoring the
building to the site. The opportunities and limitations arrived upon from this analysis are fundamental in
forming the initial ideas and concept for the craft beer brewery.

[ 5.1 ] Regional analysis
Marabastad is located on the north-west periphery
of the Pretoria CBD, in Gauteng. The city is connected
to other urban centres by way of major transport
arteries in the form of roads and railways. Theses
urban centres, still situated in the Tshwane district,
form the most identifiable organisational element
of the design. People who live in these outlying
urban centres mainly rely on public transport
to commute to the city and surrounding areas
each day. The transport nodes where commuters
converge, result in a plethora of activity, giving rise
to informal trade.
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According to Ebersohn (2012:62), these centres
develop into landmarks, which enable residents
and commuters to orientate themselves. Some of
the most prominent landmarks in the Pretoria CBD
include Church Square, the Asiatic Bazaar, Pretoria
Station, Belle Ombre Station, the Bloed Street taxi
rank, and the Pretoria zoo. The Steenoven Spruit is
another feature that could become more legible to
the people, as well as add some form of tranquillity
to the phenomenology of space in the bustling
Marabastad.
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[ 5.2 ] urban analysis
An urban analysis of Pretoria is undertaken to identify possible sites. Other key factors also influence the design. These include pedestrian flows to,
from, and around the chosen site, the locations of prominent gathering points, roads that connect the site to the city and other urban centres, and
provide access to the site for visitors and deliveries/distribution, as well as the railways, which are the cheapest form of transport connecting the city
to outlying areas. Rail transport could also be used to distribute goods to other provinces.

5.2.1 Roads

5.2.2 Railways

5.2.3 Pedestrian Movement

Boom Street to the north and Bloed Street
to the south of the site are the main roads,
respectively flowing into and out of Marabastad.
They join E’skia Mphahlele Drive to the west
and Paul Kruger Street to the east, thus linking
Marabastad to the city as well as the industrial
outskirts.

There are two major railway lines that flank the
CBD. These railway lines run along the northern
edge (with Belle Ombre Station in Marabastad),
and the southern edge (with Pretoria Central
Station) of the CBD. The southern railway line
also incorporates the Pretoria Gautrain Station.
Both railways provide for public transport
into the city, forming very busy transportation
nodes.

Marabastad is essentially considered as a point
of arrival and departure for the CBD, with a
vast amount of pedestrians passing through
it on a daily basis. There is a large amount of
pedestrian activity in an east-west direction
along Boom Street (resulting in its commercial
function) as well as in a north-south direction
along the Steenoven Spruit.

The majority of the city’s transport infrastructure
is in the form of roads, and implement the use
of BRT busses, which run on a prescribed route,
with scheduled stops. The alternate form of
transport is the taxi service, which has resulted
in informal taxi ranks scattered throughout the
city. The informal taxi services do not follow a
schedule, but due to their low cost and vast
numbers, make a rather efficient means of
getting around the CBD.

Transportation by train is one of the most
cost-effective and therefore popular means of
getting to and moving around the CBD. Most
commuters arrive early in the morning at the
train stations and then disperse into the city by
taxi or on foot.

The pedestrian activity along the Steenoven
Spruit has possibly contributed to its polluted
and unsightly state. This could be due to
canalised condition of the spruit and the fact
that it is not a formal movement corridor
and has been severely neglected. Vagrants
also occupy small areas along this movement
corridor, and use the spruit for bathing and
dispersing of waste.
The introduction of the proposed pedestrian
activity corridor along the Steenoven Spruit
would see the implementation of well-lit
pedestrian paths and cycle lanes, connecting
the site to the city. It would also include breakaway spaces that connect pedestrian users
to the spruit, as well as green spaces/ parks
for the community, also allowing for trade
opportunities.
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inseret diagrams
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[ 5.3 ] the site and study area
The site is located on the corner of 10th and Grand
Street, and is flanked by the Steenoven Spruit to the
east, Jazz Square to the south, and a vacant taxi rank
to the west. The site is also close to existing shebeens
and theatres, which encompass the marabi culture.
The site has been chosen because it is attached to
the Marabastad heritage preservation area, and
is centrally located amongst places which, at some
point, had an impact on the marabi culture. The site
is also located alongside the symbolic water body
of the Steenoven Spruit, which is one of the main
ingredients in beer and will contribute to the brewing
and teaching process.
Existing structures on the site include a temporary
lightweight steel structure, previously used as a
workshop, but currently used for church services.
The proposed design provides for this community
function through a permanent cultural centre, linked
to the public square. The cultural centre comprises a
multi-purpose hall, clinic, soup kitchen, library, and
computer literacy centre.
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[ 5.4 ] Marabastad (zoning and heritage preservation area)
Marabastad is situated to the north-west of the city,
and is one of the inner city areas that are highly
neglected. The Tshwane Inner City Development
Strategy (2005) indicates that Marabastad is in dire
need of urban regeneration.
Currently, this area is predominantly active as a
transport hub during the day, and has commercial
and retail aspects. Ideally though, this area would
be better suited for proper integrated mixed use
functions, within its urban fabric on the periphery of
the CBD.
The Integrated Urban Design Framework for
Marabastad explains that a multitude of buildings
with heritage value in Marabastad have been
neglected (Aziz Tayob Architects, 2002:24).

[ 5.5 ] Important buildings (cultural and heritage)
There are a number of significant buildings that
contribute to Marabastad’s unique culture and urban
fabric, although many of the buildings have been
repurposed over the years, the memory of their past
remains.
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The buildings that are most significant to the marabi
culture include the Empire Theatre (now a superette),
the Orient Theatre (currently used for general trade),
the Royal Theatre (demolished), Lallie’s Ladies Bar,
and the Columbia Dance Hall (now called hawkers
paradise).

Top - Existing urban zones, Aziz Tayob Architects. (The integrated Urban
Design Framework, 2002:13)
Opposite - Significant buildingds in Marabastad. Image by author (2016)
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[ 5.6 ] jazz square
The Jazz Square was commissioned by the Tshwane
Metro Council as an urban regeneration project,
to try bringing some life into Marabastad and was
designed by landscape architect Jacques Hugo from
Endemic Landscapes in 2010.
The Jazz Square is connected to the chosen site
along its southern edge, and forms a small park
that includes grass berms (to dampen street noise),
an informal stage, public square for performances,
a children’s playground, and a picnic area along
Steenoven Spruit.

[ 5.7 ] the river system
Steenoven Spruit is one of Marabastad’s most
prominent natural features and forms a marker for
its eastern edge, before the fine-grain city blocks
change to a coarse grain.
The Steenoven Spruit was canalised in 1920, from
the railway line in the south of the CBD to the power
station in Marabastad to the north (Grobbelaar,
2011:37-38). It currently runs in an underground
pipe from the power station, for approximately
600m, before it joins the Apies River. The Steenoven
Spruit, along with Walker Spruit and Daspoort Spruit,
form the main tributaries of the Apies River.

[ 5.8 ] site topography and opportunities
Right - Proposed development of urban areas, Aziz Tayob Architects. (The
integrated Urban Design Framework, 2002:24)
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The site has a typical fall of 1:40m from south to
north, and also drops slightly towards the Steenoven
Spruit, which runs through the site on the eastern
side.

[ 5.9 ] climate and geography
Pretoria is situated in the north-east of South Africa, and forms part of the transitional area between
the Highveld and the Bushveld (Ebersohn, 2012:81). The CBD is mostly protected from extreme
temperatures and strong winds, due to the fact that it is located between two ridges: the Magaliesburg
to the north, and Muckleneuk/Salvokop to the south.

Day light hours

Temperature

During the months of December and January,
sunrise is at approximately 5:00am and sunset
at about 7:00pm.

Summer maximum:
Summer minimum:
Winter maximum:
Winter minimum: 4°C

From March to May, the sun rises at around
6:00am, and sets at approximately 6:00pm.
Between the months of June and August, sunrise
is at about 6:30am and sunset is around 5:00pm.

Solar angles
Summer solstice: 88°
Winter solstice: 40°
Equinox:		
65°

Radiation
The area experiences approximately 89 gigawatts
of solar radiation per year.

Humidity
32°C
18°C
22°C

Summer average: 75% (morning)
Summer minimum:
48% (noon)
Winter average: 57% (morning)
Winter minimum: 29% (noon)

Wind

Cloud coverage

Due to the ridges bordering the Pretoria CBD,
the prevailing winds are typically quite calm and
blow from east to west, whilst the cold winter
winds originate in the south-west.

Pretoria has an average cloud cover of 33%
during the year, with 54% coverage in summer
13% in winter.

Rainfall

All of the above statistics were acquired from:
Napier (2000:9) and the SA Weather Service
(2016).

Average rainfall is measured at 686mm per
annum, with a minimum of 494mm and a
maximum of 1069mm. The region experiences
summer thunderstorms, which are the most
common source of rain. Hail storms are also
possible during certain times of the year.
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[ 6.1 ] Client and funding
South African Breweries (SAB)

Department of Arts and Culture (DAC)

SAB was founded in 1895 and is South Africa’s
top brewer and the second largest brewery by
volume (3.1 billion litres/annum) in the world. In
addition to the brewery, SAB also have their own
hop farming company, barley farming company and
barley malting company. For over 120 years, SAB
has played an integral role in the social structure
of South Africa and contributes significantly to the
South African Economy (South African Breweries,
S.a.).

The DAC is a government department that handles
arts, culture and heritage sectors, which contribute
to the sustainable economic development and
social aspects of the country (Department of Arts
& Culture, S.a.). The department aims to improve
job creation by investing in the growth and
development of arts, culture and heritage, which
can further be boosted by tourism.

SAB produce some of the country’s most popular
brands of beer, and have recently ventured into
the craft beer market with the Newlands Spring
Brewing Company in the Western Cape (South
African Breweries, S.a.). This new market allows
SAB to be a potential partner and financier in
the construction of a state-of-the-art brewery in
Gauteng, the second largest provincial contributor
to the industry, after the Western Cape.

[ 6.2 ] programme
The brewery’s programme includes a 6000l brewhouse, fermentation and conditioning tank area
(with future expansion in mind), bottling plant,
packaging plant, keg washing station, keg stores,
cold and dry storage, laboratory, administration
offices, boardroom and staff facilities, combined
with a public component and link to a community
centre.
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The public component consists of a reception,
information centre, tap room, experimental brewhouse, restaurant, kitchen, and public square. The
cultural centre comprises a multi-purpose hall, soup
kitchen, clinic, computer literacy centre, library,
administration offices, and rooftop event space.

[ 6.3 ] accommodation list
• Brewery
Brewhouse
o
o
o
o
o

Hot water boiler
Mash tun
Lauter tun
Kettle boiler
Heat exchanger

Conditioning room
o
o
o
o

Fermentation tanks
Conditioning tanks
Brightwater tanks
Cold water tanks

Packaging plant
o
o
o
o
o

Empty bottle storage
Bottling station
Labelling station
Boxing station
Full bottle storage

Ancillaries
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Generator room
Glycol cooling tank
Cold water tanks
Hot water boiler
Keg cleaning station
Cold storage
Dry storage

• Restaurant
Kitchen
o
o
o
o
o

Cooking area
Prep area
Wash bay
Cold storage
Dry storage

Dining
o
o
o

Reception
Indoor seating area
Outdoor seating area

Chef’s office
Admin office
Ablution facilities

• Tap Room
Wet bar
Display installation
Cold storage
Table seating
Lounge seating

• Information Centre
Brewery tour start point
Reception
Cashier
Gift shop
Memorabilia display cases
Admin office
Ablution facilities

• Offices
• Boardroom
• Services, mechanical & electrical,
water and energy

• Informal Trade
Market stalls
Public ablutions
Pedestrian walkways

• Cultural centre
Multi-purpose hall
Clinic
Soup kitchen
Dining hall
Library
Class rooms
Computer literacy centre
Offices
Ablutions
Trade stalls
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[ 6.4 ] special requirements

Right - Images by author (2016)
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The brewing process

Fermentation

The tour process

In order for the brewery to produce its 6000l
batch of beer, large volumes of grain need to
be added to the mash tun from above and
the brew needs to be inspected and stirred at
various stages during the process. Due to this
requirement, the brew-house is submerged
hallway into the ground for easy access at a
higher level and maintenance at lower level.
DIAGRAM

Different types of beer require specific ambient
temperatures to ferment correctly in order to
obtain a certain flavour profile. Typically the
temperature range for fermentation is 7-13°C
for lagers, and 20-22°C for ales. Heat is released
during the fermentation process which could
raise the fermentation temperature by 5-9°C
(Watcham, 2016). For this reason, insulated
double jacketed-tanks are required for the
fermentation process, and the ambient
temperature must be controlled.

It is important that the public be allowed to
engage with the brewery, its processes, and
its cultural value. The building serves as the
built interface to this process of engagement.
It is equally important for the brewery to carry
on operating without interruption from the
public whilst on their tours. Therefore the
brewery tour takes places on catwalks above
the brewery, adding to the drama and special
experience of the visit.
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[ 7.1 ] design inception
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[ 7.2 ] concept
The initial concept focused on placing the buildings around the public square, with main movement of
people passing through the square. The commuter walkway runs along the Spruit and under-passes the
buildings, whilst still having a visual connection to the public square. The buildings that house parts of
the brewing process all look out onto the square and aim to be transparent, in order for the public to
experience the brewery both from the inside and outside.
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[ 7.3 ] materiality
The predominant materials used in the scheme are:
concrete for its robust qualities and contrast to the
high-tech brewing equipment. Glass, in order to
allow views to the inside, aiding in the building’s
transparency and to let in natural light. Steel as
it is able to span large distances and is not as
aesthetically heavy as some other materials. Finally
stainless steel and copper are used in abundance
as they are the typical materials used for brewing
equiptment.
Green walls are also incorporated in various places,
in order to grow hops (creeper plants) for the
experimental brew-house and for didactic purposes.

Collage by author (2016)
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[ 7.4 ] design development
7.4.1. Master Plan development
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7.4.2. brewery development
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7.4.3. cultural centre development
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[ 8.1 ] Basement plan
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[ 8.2 ] overall ground floor plan
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b
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[ GFP ] Restaurant - Tap room - Brewery
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[ GFP ] Experimentle brewhouse - Bottling - Storage - Distribution

n

[ GFP ] Community centre
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[ 8.3 ] overall first floor plan

b

n

a
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[ FFP ] Restaurant - Tap room - Brewery
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[ FFP ] Experimentle brewhouse - Bottling - Storage - Distribution

n

[ FFP ] Community centre
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[ 8.4 ] sections
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[ Section A - A ] not to scale
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[ Section B - B ] not to scale
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[ 8.5 ] perspectives
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[ 9.1 ] passive solutions and sustainable technologies
Various passive design solutions were explored for
the scheme. Photo voltaic panels are placed on all the
saw-tooth roofs and will power lighting and electrical
points. Rain water harvesting is incorporated, which
feeds back into the Spruit, as water will be drawn
from the Spruit as needed for the day-today activities
of the scheme. Coolth is brought into the building via
geothermal pipes which are run in the river bed to
keep cool.

[ 9.2 ] river management system
The Steenoven Spruit will be kept at a constant
water level. This will be achieved by a series of weirs
upstream; these weirs will also have mini water
purification systems to ensure the water quality of the
Spruit is maintained at a good standard. In addition
to the weirs, by-pass tunnels will be implemented
underneath the Spruit, in case of flooding and to
pump water up stream for circulation purposes.

[ 9.3 ] technical drawings
The technical documentation explored the detail
design of the brew-house and taproom. The
relationship between the cantilevered building and
the Spruit was also investigated. Various objectives
were set out; including the design of a stable
envelop, in order to control the climate within the
brewery during operation, due to heat generated in
the brewing process.
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[ 10.1 ] conclusion
Own appraisal
A new building typology for craft beer breweries in
South Africa was explored, in order to uncover the
once illegal and hidden tradition of backyard brewing,
whilst exploring new methodologies for interactive
brewery design and visitor experiences.
Through transparency, the brewery can engage
the community and involve them in the brewing
process, as well as teach them how to brew modern
craft beer. This scheme will therefore act as catalyst
for the cultural revitalisation of the Marabi culture
and the regeneration of the surrounding context of
Marabastad.

Local concerns
The scheme aims at contributing to social
regeneration through cultural revitalisation by
teaching people more about the rich history of the
marabi culture and teaching local people how to
brew beer, thus creating various job opportunities,
and lastly provide a space for the community to
socialise.

International concerns
The scheme aims to be sustainable in accordance
with the triple bottom line – people, planet, profit –
in order to allow the scheme to be socially acceptable
on a domestic and international platform. This
principle was explored in order to aid in regenerating
societies and contribute to the international reemergence of craft.
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